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太奇 2015年管理类专业学位联考辅导 

基础班英语周测（词汇二）                                                

（一）选词填空 

1. In that writing course, the teacher asked us to write a letter to an ___________ person. 

 A. imaginable  B. imaginary  C. imaginating  D. imaginative 

2. This bird’s large wings ______________ it to fly very fast. 

     A. enable   B. make   C. ensure   D. cause 

3. My old school friend had changed so much that I could hardly ___________ him. 

 A. recognize   B. remember  C. know   D. make out 

4. Children are very curious ________________. 

 A. at heart   B. in person   C. on purpose  D. by nature 

5.  All of them _________technical innovations. 

A. are absorbed in            B. ate absorbing in 

C. are absorbed to            D. are absorbing to 

6.  All of us were_________ that the old man could walk on his hands. 

A. shocked           B. amaze          C. frightened            D. pleased 

7. All students _________a loud laugh when Prof, Henry Mitchell told them the joke. 

A. let off             B. let out           C. let down             D. let go 

8. ________ all the difficulties, she finished the project by herself. 

A. As for            B. In spite        C. Besides                D. Despite 

9. All the information we have collected in relation to that case _________ very little. 

A. makes up for       B. adds up to     C. comes up with           D. puts up with 

10. All the leading newspapers _________ the trade talks between China and the United States. 

A. reported           B. printed       C. announced              D. published 

 

 

 

（二）近义词替换 

1. We have absolute confidence in victory. 

  A.absent   B.abstract   C.complete   D.distinct 

2. That fluidity should induce some humility on the part of would-be media scolds, though it 

rarely does.  

  A.cause   B.reduce    C.deduce    D.introduce 
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3. Having opened, I emptied the whole contents into my apron, and took them with me to examine 

at leisure in my own chamber. 

  A.access to   B.gradual    C.without haste  D.in hurry 

4. Others need to appreciate and understand you for who you are today, not some “ideal” version 

of you, or someone you might be in the future. 

  A.add    B.enjoy    C.thank    D.grasp 

5. On behalf of my Government I have the honour to make to you the following communications. 

 A. Representative  B. For one’s benefit of  C. Look forward to  D. In the name of  

6. No longer a single child, she has been deprived of benefits that China exclusively grants to 

children who have no siblings. 

  A.solely   B.inclusively   C.just    D.emphasis 

7. "But you the community and the policy groups and staff and board have worked through them, 

which is absolutely incredible, " he said. 

  A.impossible  B.available   C.unbelievable  D.difficult 

8. Their findings have not been published, perhaps because of the controversy. 

  A.contrary   B.disputation   C.conspiracy   D.argue 

9. Being industrious students, they would write all kinds of notes down. 

  A.factory   B.chemistry   C.ambiguous   D.diligent 

10. She vowed to herself that she would dedicate her life to scientific studies. 

  A.deprive of   B.devote    C.escape    D.concentrate 

11.  Therefore, for every solution for a symptom, there should be one or more directives that 

contribute to the ultimate solution.  

  A.final    B.useless    C.fatal    D.constant 

12. By this stage you should have identified the users and potential users of your product, what 

they want from your product, and who you're up against. 

  A.submarine  B.latent    C.possibility   D.ambitious 

13. But efficiency is no substitute for pleasure. 

  A.substance   B.institute   C.replacement   D.instead 

14. This precision instrument is worth 10,000 yuan. 

  A.perfect   B.performance   C.accelerate   D.accurate 

15. It is the custom of this academy to make an annual award for outstanding researchers in 

chemistry. 

  A.an excellent  B.a yearly   C.a promising   D.an appropriate 

 


